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Abstract. Cultural management as a complex process is constantly facing social/cultural challenges
(policy shifts, creativity, interest coherence, the rise of technological capital, cultural emigration, etc.)
that affect the growing need and importance for smartness in management. There is a lack of interdisciplinary research on smartness in the context of cultural management. The goal of this article
is to ground smartness dimensions in cultural management in the context of changing the social/
cultural environment. Strategy, Creative Development, Harmonization of Interests in the Cultural
Sector, Empowered Cultural Sector Parties, Harmony of Intellectual and Technological Capital as
well as the Culture of Shared Value Creation are presented in this article as six smartness dimensions
in cultural management (the management of cultural sector and the cultural policy implementation
at the state level). The object of the work – smartness dimensions in cultural management. Principal
objectives: critically analyse a variety of concepts of cultural management; reveal the importance of
smartness in cultural management in the context of changing social/cultural environment; explore
the characteristics of smartness dimensions in cultural management. Methods employed: critical literature analysis and meta-analysis. Research conducted by authors of this article allowed to ground
smartness dimensions as factors, possibly determining a more successful cultural management.
Keywords: smartness dimensions, cultural management, cultural sector.
JEL Classification: Z1, Z18, D78, D73, H11, O3, O35, O38.

Introduction
It would be difficult to start the analysis of cultural management (sometimes in English
scientific literature expressed as culture management) without typically starting with an at
least brief epistemological analysis of the term Culture (Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017;
Štreimikienė, 2016) (from the Latin colere, to till). Culture as “cultivation of the soul” (according to the classical Roman politician and philosopher Marcus Tullius Cicero) now is
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understood differently. Founder’s of cultural anthropology Edward Tylor’s 1871 work, “Primitive Culture”, provides the first formal definition of culture: “complex whole, which includes
knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, law, customs, and any other capabilities and habits acquired
by a human as a member of society” (Street, Encyclopaedia Britannica). Raymond Williams
(whose work laid the foundations for the field of cultural studies) in his famous “Keywords:
A Vocabulary of Culture and Society” has expressed that culture is one of two or three most
complicated words in the English language (Williams, 1977; Mulcahy, 2006). Culture can be
seen as a process (Pauliukevičiūtė, 2011; Pauliukevičiūtė & Raipa, 2014) of becoming educated/cultured, it can also be seen as the cultivation of intellectual and aesthetic sensibilities
(Williams, 1977; Mulcahy, 2006).
Variety of concept culture meanings, links to other terms and interpretations of creativity,
arts, beliefs, institutional climate, behaviour patterns and many more strengthens the general
complexity of the definition (Pauliukevičiūtė & Raipa, 2011; Pruskus, 2013). To sum up,
three common directions of understanding culture can be seen from the scientific literature:
predominant attitudes and behavior that characterize the functioning of a group or organization; intellectual and artistic activity and the works produced by it; a high degree of taste and
refinement formed by aesthetic and intellectual training (Donskis, 2009). In both political
and managerial discourse, culture is commonly used and identified as the arts (Kangas, 2008;
Mulcahy, 2006). Authors of this article identify culture as a specific sector (domain/field)
of arts, which is influenced by both: policy and management at the state level and require
modern smart managerial decisions (Pauliukevičiūtė & Jucevičius, 2016).
The scientific problem in this article is addressed with three fundamental questions and
arguments. First, by trying to understand how smartness can be useful in the cultural sector management in general, the rhetoric question is asked: is cultural management changing according to changes in social/cultural environment and how can it be conceptualised
from the state policy implementation level; second, is it possible to define challenges in
cultural management context regarding the changing social/cultural environment and third,
do changing cultural and social conditions (including the rise of creative economy, modernization of cultural management and other) require smartness competences in cultural sector
system (can it be seen through six smartness dimensions). The new creative (still rational)
type of management, smart management, in the cultural sector, could possibly be based on
expression of smartness dimensions in cultural sector (Pauliukevičiūtė & Jucevičius, 2016;
Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017). The object of the research – smartness dimensions in
cultural management.
The goal of this article is to ground smartness dimensions (Strategics, Creative Development, Harmonization of Interests in the Cultural Sector, Empowered Cultural Sector Parties,
Harmony of Intellectual and Technological Capital as well as the Culture of Shared Value
Creation) in cultural management also considering the context of ever-changing social/cultural environment. Objectives: critically analyse a variety of concepts of cultural management; reveal the importance of smartness in cultural management in the context of changing
social/cultural environment; explore the characteristics of smartness dimensions in cultural
management. Methods of the research are critical literature analysis and meta-analysis.
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1. The spectrum of cultural management concepts
There are plenty of cultural management concepts (Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017) like
there are different concepts of management and a numerous number of term culture explanations and interpretations. Cultural management concept is often linked to the general management in the culture sector (Pauliukevičiūtė & Raipa, 2012), or arts management (basically
understood as management of cultural institutions and/or organizations, practically using all
management functions: planning, organising, implementing, monitoring). Still, it is important to state, that cultural management is a broader term, it gives the ability to look at the
cultural sector not from the narrow cultural organization’s internal environment perspective,
but by using a more contextual view, paying a proper attention to the external environment
of the field.
Cultural management in the culture sector (particularly identified as arts sector management at state, regional or city level) functions in the complex social system (Johnson, 2009)
and is a unique process, which can determine different ways of development according to
national or international policy goals (regarding managing cultural differences (Alperytė,
2010), debureaucratization of decisions (Bučinskas, Raipa, & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2010), strategic
decision making (Cray & Inglis, 2011), transnational cultural policymaking (Dewey, 2008),
cultural industries (Hesmondhalgh & Pratt, 2005), etc. The system of managerial decisions in
cultural policy formation and implementation at the state level, cultural management, in the
context of globalization and continues technologization (internet opportunities and threats,
new technologies in cultural life and art forms, virtual realities, social networking, etc.), is
changing continuously: shifting mostly from management based on long-term perspective
planning and organizing to the seeking for faster and more rational results. This is effected
by social behavioural changes in all lifestyles, ways of implementing policies (Bučinskas et al.,
2010), language importance in culture development (Kairaitis, 2013), environment of creativity (Baltrėnas, Baltrėnaitė, & Kačerauskas, 2015) industry concentrations (Grodach, 2016),
cultural emigration and etc. Policy shifts (changes at national economic/social policy level),
interest coherence, the rise of technological capital in general and knowledge economy (Hay &
Kapitzke, 2009), multiculturalism and growing diversity of cultures, global environment – all
of these circumstances provide new social/cultural challenges for cultural management worldwide. Some theoreticians state that cultural citizenship should be seen as a particular way of
improving cultural management (Mercer, 2005; Martin, 2009; Pauliukevičiūtė & Raipa, 2012).
We could also predict that cultural citizenship, or the involvement of stakeholders in cultural
management becomes crucial for the cultural system development.
Numerous authors agree that cultural management success in ever-changing environment at the state level depends on timeless managerial competencies, like: good knowledge
about European (or international) and national cultural policies, knowledge in cultural
history and/or arts, planning, organizing knowledge and skills, implementation tactics,
decision monitoring, understanding of cultural sector technological, creative, social development aspects (for example, in the field of stakeholder interests analysis and shared
value creation), strategic as such and etc. Still, modern management competencies are also
becoming more and more important. To sum up – there can be a lot off cultural manage-
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ment concepts, the spectrum of its understanding variations differs according to the understanding of culture, but either the concept explains culture as a system, or a process, the
cultural management can be seen from the state level perspective broader point of view as
state management of the arts sector.

2. Smartness in cultural management: meaning and importance in
the context of changing social/cultural environment
Smartness (as a human intelligence quality and a human being characteristic) in management is seen in these contexts as a new concept (Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017). As
the XXI century is often named (in social sciences literature) as the new economy era
(technological and innovation-driven), smartness is, firstly, basically understood from the
technological perspective (Jucevičienė & Jucevičius, 2014; Jucevičius, 2014). On the other
hand, the smart way of behavior in management or the smartness as the specific quality
of decision making and implementation by actively reacting to the ever-changing external
and internal environmental by formulating and implementing right and most rational decisions faster and in time – is more often seen and understood as a very important social
system quality, which can be identified only in specific situations according to the concrete
environment (Jucevičius & Jucevičienė, 2017). It must be stated here, that, unfortunately,
not so many scientific studies have pointed out the link between smartness as quality and
the cultural sector management improvement, or the sector development progress (for better results, productivity of decision making, ethical vs. efficient decisions, etc.). Smartness
is not that type of quality which can be expressed and noticed all the time everywhere,
still, it can add additional value to all functions of general management in any cultural
context. Due to the small number of smartness studies in management (Albert & Fetzer,
2005; Jucevičius & Jucevičienė, 2017), (this object of the research is still new in cultural
management and lacks both: qualitative and quantitative research) (Pauliukevičiūtė &
Jucevičius, 2016), there is still the need of a better conceptualization of smartness as a
managerial competence. Some rhetoric questions can be provided: how smartness can be
identified in cultural management as a complex system (Cilliers, 1998) and what smartness
dimensions could be possibly expressed in cultural management? What would conceptual/
theoretical basis of smartness in cultural management allow providing a better ground for
the quality and efficiency of management in this domain?
Smart development (Jucevičius & Jucevičienė, 2017), the smart social system (Jucevičienė
& Jucevičius, 2014), smart city (Albert & Fetzer, 2005; Jucevičius, 2014) and smart governance
concepts are all related to each other and to smartness as the main quality, which unites
unique managerial practices in all processes or systems.
Smart social system (qualities: networked, learning, collaborative, digital, innovative, intelligent, dynamic, sustainable, agile) is like a sort of idealistic type of a social system (identified
concerning the positivistic perspective), and can include qualities like: being intelligent,
knowledge-driven, digital, willing to learn, networked, innovative, agile, sustainable and socially responsible (Jucevičienė & Jucevičius, 2014; Jucevičius, 2014) In the context of social
systems (Jucevičius & Jucevičienė, 2017). smartness is defined as the ability to envisage the
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critical indicators or their system, quickly and creatively react to their crucial factors (challenges,
opportunities, trends or symptoms) in adjusting to this environment by taking adequate decisions as well as using it to pursue the goals.
Cultural systems (as social systems) may be considered as products of action, and as
conditioning elements of further action (Šlapkauskas, 2010). Complex social systems (cultural systems) may be understood as self-regulating ones, or the ones which are regulated,
in both cases, intelligent and knowledge-driven decisions become more important as the
world continues to deal with the globalisation processes. A smart manager has to be very
intelligent to know how to solve problems in a specific (including both policy and politics)
cultural arena, marked by a diversity of cultures, influenced by social interactions/networks/
actions/changes and many more. A smart human being is not the absolute given, smartness
becomes evident in the relationship of a human being with the physical and socio-cultural
environment, action (Barab & Plucker, 2002 cited by Jucevičienė & Jucevičius, 2014). Cultural
and social changes, technological progress (defined as a system of very complicated processes
covering all spheres of societal life and all possible directions of social, economic and technological development in the contemporary society in general (Melnikas, 2014) is influencing
management styles, tactics, goals, opens up new modern platform for the management action
in physical and socio-cultural environment.
Every manager must understand the need of increasing knowledge in facing new socialcultural challenges by making most rational, suitable and right decisions faster. Time management becomes more important. The speed of information sharing and decision making
in a virtual environment has increased in every cultural social sphere of life (this is not only
a factor, possibly helping organizations or states to increase productivity and efficiency).
“Managing fast” (especially in cultural sector) sometimes doesn’t help those, who seek to
collect more data before choosing the right action, cultivate long discussions, instead of quick
brainstorming, analyse different approaches, monitor context instead of acting quickly. Both
ways of behaviour in cultural management (fast or standard) are needed (it is still better do
not hurry up, if priorities of acting are not clear, but always make the decision faster if the
direction is understood. Then it would be possible to name this type of action as a positive
example of smartness in management.

3. Characteristics of six smartness dimensions in cultural management
Smartness Dimensions in cultural management (Strategy, Creative Development, Intelligent
Harmonization of Interests in the Cultural Sector, Empowered Cultural Sector Parties, Harmony of Intellectual and Technological Capital, Culture of Shared Value Creation) (Jucevičius
& Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017), their criteria/characteristics and elements (from social/cultural
environment perspective are presented in table 1). All dimensions must be understood as
equally important for the explaining of smartness in cultural management (Pauliukevičiūtė
& Jucevičius, 2016), they were identified in the context of cultural sector social/cultural system (as smart social system), all together dimensions provide a broader view to the field
and understanding of its challenges (elements from social/cultural environment perspective
(see Table 1) express areas of possible cultural sector challenges. Criteria of Strategics (first
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smartness dimension in cultural management, grounded by social system qualities: being
intelligent, knowledge-driven, willing to learn, agile) include: understanding the subject of
cultural policy that is being formed and implemented at the state level; strategic decision
makers and implementation understanding about factors possibly determining cultural management; clear cultural policy orientation in cultural sector development strategic documents
(Štreimikienė, 2016); professional governance of cultural policy implementation (Kangas,
2008; Liutkus, 2010; Mercer, 2005; Mulcahy, 2006). A core quality of strategics is intelligence
and agility. The strategy was always important in cultural management: by formulating and
implementing decisions, identifying priorities, etc. A smart way of planning is linked to strategics as a modern competence needed not only in a narrow specific sphere but used more
widely as a tool and good practice based on deep knowledge in the field, etc. (Pauliukevičiūtė
& Jucevičius, 2016).
Creative Development (grounded by social system qualities: innovative, dynamic, knowledge-driven) also is identified through four characteristics: cultural policy which is programming creativity (Florida, 2002; Grodach, 2016); distinctive (original) attitude in cultural policy at the state level; an entrepreneurial attitude in the development of the cultural
sector; creative decisions in policy implementation Jucevičius and Pauliukevičiūtė (2017).
Sustainable, agile and networked qualities of smart social system are seen in dimension Intelligent Harmonization of Interests in the Cultural Sector, criteria are: understanding stakeholder
needs and interests; understanding the influence of interests groups on the cultural sector
development; ability to involve different stakeholders in decision making; ability to harmonize stakeholder groups positions and interests (see Table 1).
Empowered Cultural Sector Parties dimension most important aspects include such smart
social system qualities, like networked, learning, digital.
Four criteria of this dimension are: functional framework (system) of cultural sector
development instrumentality; cultural sector development is managed competently; conditions are created for cultural sector specialists for their continuous study and improvement;
the rational autonomy of cultural entities is ensured Jucevičius and Pauliukevičiūtė (2017).
Harmony of Intellectual and Technological Capital as the smartness dimension in cultural
management, grounded by digital, knowledge-driven and sustainable (smart social system
qualities), can be expressed with these criteria: understanding about cultural sector intellectual resources (Hay & Kapitzke, 2009; Manzaneque, Ramírez, & Diéguez-Soto, 2017);
understanding about cultural sector technological instrumentality (Melnikas, 2014); the
ability to digitalize intellectual and technological capital in cultural management; the ability
to harmonize intellectual and technological capital according to knowledge, structural and
technical potential aspects. Last but not least, the sixth dimension Culture of Shared Value
Creation must be grounded. Four of its criteria: understanding the logic and importance of
shared value creation (Porter & Kramer, 2011); decision-making is grounded by the development of a shared value; democratic cooperation culture is dominating; fast response to the
change in internal and external circumstances which are important for shared value creation
to be assured. The culture of Shared Value Creation is based on smart social system qualities:
dynamic, sustainable, innovative.
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All six smartness dimensions in cultural management need a more deep analysis from the
theoretical point of view (this can be an important direction for future studies and research in
this field), every dimension has four criteria and every criterion (in another broader research
of the authors of this article) is grounded by different indicators. By not trying to ground
every characteristic with a specific argument (what would be needed for a further research
in this field), we try to focus in this article more on general aspects of all dimensions and
their characteristics. Discussing the criteria of strategics, it is important to state, that those
characteristics rely on the importance of understanding the field (from the subject level to
the policy orientation).
We see creative development as a way of innovatively, dynamically strengthen the cultural sector. In this case, the original new attitude or approach is needed. The cultural
sector is rich with its sector parties, there are many different stakeholders, interested in
results and perspectives of the cultural sector development at the state level. The criteria
which underline the importance of stakeholders interests analysis are important for a today’s cultural manager, who at the state level is dealing with different political parties and
there interest groups in every day manage. Cultural or social emigration, traditions versus novelty, long-term policy versus short-term decisions, a proper regulation of cultural
goods, cultural programmes and projects implementation strategics (Pauliukevičiūtė &
Jucevičius, 2016) – these all spheres could be seen as difficult ones for a manager acting in
a traditional sometimes more bureaucratic way. Cultural and social changes and challenges
are generally changing traditions in social-cultural life. Managers are influenced by those
changes. Every new experience or knowledge from a philosophical point of view in a long
perspective changes the way a manager is understanding the cultural life. To develop a
conceptual model of how management works and/or could work in cultural sector according to changing social and cultural environment, what functions it includes, what problems
it can solve, regarding to which cultural sector understanding it can link – this is still a
rhetoric question, important future goal for theoreticians and management practitioners.
By adding the concept smartness (in cultural management) instead of sustainable, creative
or any other term, in a specific way conceptualising the unique type of management in
cultural sector, we believe that only with the meaning and value smartness concept and
smartness dimensions (with all criteria) can provide and using smartness in practice, challenges in cultural management could be possibly solved out in a more efficient way, because
the smart way of thinking and acting includes all already above mentioned smart social
system qualities (Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017).
The need for a new, dynamic evolutionary model of cultural management is rising (this
is especially seen in Eastern European countries, Lithuania is no exception) (Bučinskas et al.,
2010; Dewey, 2008; Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017). The dependency of decisions made
in cultural sector management is linked to the timely knowledge and modern education in
both: culture (behavioural studies, arts, subcultures, creative industries and the new economy
spheres) and management history, theory and practice (management discourse, functions,
strategies, tools, decisions, etc.). New ways of management are important not only in the
arts sector organizations internal environment but at the state cultural sector level (external/
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internal environment from the state demographic perspective). External environment as the
environment of social/cultural changes must also be well identified. In this article, we do not
analyse (due to the publication extend limits) the regional, international or global context
of cultural management (but this doesn’t mean it is not understood by us as equally important). We argue, that the external social/cultural environment of the state as its main cultural
conditions, cultural policy factors, relate not only to the economy of the state but also to its
cultural traditions and core national strategies.
Table 1. Smartness Dimensions in cultural management: their criteria/characteristics and elements
(from social/cultural environment perspective) (source: compiled by the authors)
Smartness
Dimension
Strategics

Criteria/characteristics
(through which dimensions are expressed)
Understanding the subject of cultural
policy that is being formed and
implemented at the state level

Elements (from social/cultural
environment perspective)
Subject of cultural policy (Bučinskas
et al., 2010; Cilliers, 1998;
Hesmondhalgh & Pratt, 2005;
Kangas, 2008; Pruskus, 2013)

Strategic decision makers and implemen- Knowledge of decision makers and
tors understanding about factors possibly implementers in strategics (Doz &
determining cultural management
Kosonen, 2014; Melnikas, 2015)
Clear cultural policy orientation in
cultural sector development strategic
documents

Cultural policy orientation, priorities
(Liutkus, 2010; Mulcahy, 2006)

Professional governance of cultural policy Professional governance (Bovaird &
implementation
Loffler, 2003; McNabb, 2009)
Creative
Cultural policy which is programming
development creativity

Intelligent
Harmonization of
Interests in
the Cultural
Sector

Creativity in policy conceptualization
and visions (Florida, 2002; Grodach,
2016; Hesmondhalgh & Pratt, 2005)

Distinctive (original) attitude in cultural
policy at the state level

Attitude originality (Albert & Fetzer,
2005; Baltrėnas et al., 2015; Jucevičius
& Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017; Lee, 2016;
McNabb, 2009; Osborne, 2006)

An entrepreneurial attitude in the
development of the cultural sector

Entrepreneurial way of thinking and
acting (Pauliukevičiūtė & Jucevičius,
2016)

Creative decisions in policy
implementation

Creative decisions (Martin, 2009;
Reimeris, 2016; Staniulytė, 2017)

Understanding stakeholder needs and
interests

Stakeholder needs and interests
(Martin, 2009; Mercer, 2005)

Understanding the influence of
interests groups on the cultural sector
development

Type of interests groups influence
(Pauliukevičiūtė & Raipa, 2011;
Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011)

Ability to involve different stakeholders
in decision making

Stakeholders involvement (Thibodeau &
Rüling, 2015; Woronkowicz, 2018)

Ability to harmonize stakeholder groups
positions and interests

Harmonization of interests
(Martin, 2009; Mercer, 2005)
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End of Table 1
Smartness
Dimension
Empowered
Cultural
Sector
Parties

Criteria/characteristics
(through which dimensions are expressed)

Elements (from social/cultural
environment perspective)

Functional framework (system)
of cultural sector development
instrumentality

Instrumentality in cultural sector
development (Grodach, 2016; Lee, 2016;
Pauliukevičiūtė, 2011)

Cultural sector development is managed
competently

Competencies in managing the
development (Albert & Fetzer, 2005;
Alperytė, 2010;
Bovaird & Loffler, 2003)

Conditions are created for cultural sector Cultural sector specialists improvement
specialists for their continuous study and system (Liutkus, 2010; Pauliukevičiūtė &
improvement
Raipa, 2011)
The rational autonomy of cultural entities Autonomy of sector parties
is ensured
(Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017)
Harmony of
Intellectual
and Technological
Capital

Understanding about cultural sector
intellectual resources

Intellectual resources (Florida, 2002; Hay
& Kapitzke, 2009; Manzaneque et al.,
2017)

Understanding about cultural sector
technological instrumentality

Technological resources (Melnikas, 2014)

The ability to digitalize intellectual
and technological capital in cultural
management

Digitalization (Osborne, 2006;
Pauliukevičiūtė & Jucevičius, 2016; Pollitt
& Bouckaert, 2011)

The ability to harmonize intellectual
and technological capital according to
knowledge, structural and technical
potential aspects

Harmonization of resources
(Manzaneque et al., 2017)

Understanding the logic and importance
Culture of
Shared Value of shared value creation
Creation
Decision-making is grounded by the
development of a shared value
Democratic cooperation culture is
dominating

Core idea of shared value creation
(Porter & Kramer, 2011)
Decision-making for a better-shared
value (Jucevičius, 2014; Jucevičius &
Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017)
Democratic cooperation (Albert &
Fetzer, 2005; Bovaird & Loffler, 2003;
Cray & Inglis, 2011)

Ability to respond quickly and make
Fast response to the change in internal
decisions fast (Jucevičius & Jucevičienė,
and external circumstances which are
important for shared value creation to be 2017; Jucevičius & Pauliukevičiūtė, 2017)
assured

The development of high technology sectors, increase in efficiency of national/regional
economic systems could be defined as a critical precondition for successful cultural development (Melnikas, 2014). Cultural management is in the need of smartness and smart decisions
because the development of the cultural sector is like the ever-changing process in which new
challenges arise regarding changes in policies and civil society, also the global and national
economy. Six smartness dimensions (see Table 1) (24 criteria) fully show the need and importance of smartness in cultural management.
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Conclusions
Cultural management in the culture sector (particularly identified as arts sector management at state, regional or city level) functions in the complex social system. Cultural sector
or cultural environment could also be seen and interpreted as the sphere of the cultural
system, in which a variety of concept culture meanings influence the cultural management
understanding. In both, political and managerial discourse, culture is commonly used and
identified as the arts. Analysing the cultural management from the state level perspective it
is important to clarify the cultural management concept, know its history, understand and
agree on its main field of action (in other words directions of management).
Smartness in cultural management is important and significant in the context of changing the social/cultural environment. Every manager must understand the need for increasing knowledge in facing new social-cultural challenges. Cultural systems may be understood as self-regulating ones, or the ones which are regulated, in both cases, intelligent and
knowledge-driven decisions become more important as the world continues to deal with the
globalisation processes. A smart manager has to be intelligent, have the ability to envisage
the critical indicators or their system, quickly and creatively react to their crucial factors
(challenges, opportunities, trends or symptoms) in adjusting to this environment by taking
adequate decisions as well as using it to pursue the goals. Smartness in cultural management
is still new and modern theoretical framework with the potential in many future directions
for further research.
All Smartness Dimensions in cultural management must be understood as equally important for the explaining of smartness in cultural management (Strategy, Creative Development, Intelligent Harmonization of Interests in the Cultural Sector, Empowered Cultural
Sector Parties, Harmony of Intellectual and Technological Capital, Culture of Shared Value
Creation). Cultural and social changes and challenges are generally changing traditions in
social-cultural life. Managers are influenced by those changes. Cultural management is in
the need of smartness and smart decisions because the development of the cultural sector is
like the ever-changing process in which new challenges arise regarding changes in policies
and civil society, etc.
Such elements (possible cultural social environment challenges) from social/cultural environment perspective can be identified: subject of cultural policy; knowledge of decision
makers and implementers in strategy; cultural policy orientation, priorities; professional
governance; creativity in policy conceptualization and visions; attitude originality; entrepreneurial way of thinking and acting; creative decisions; stakeholder needs and interests; type
of interests groups influence; stakeholders involvement; harmonization of interests; instrumentality in cultural sector development; competencies in managing development; cultural
sector specialists improvement system; the autonomy of sector parties; intellectual and technological resources; digitalization and harmonization of resources; core idea of shared value
creation; decision-making for a better shared value; democratic cooperation and the ability
to respond quickly and make decisions fast. All of them contribute to a better understanding
of the need of smartness in cultural management.
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